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M. Marc Lefèvre
Président du Conseil Départemental de La Manche
50050 Saint-Lô Cedex
FRANCE

31 December 2020

Dear M. Lefèvre
We are writing in order to provide further clarity and assurance regarding the situation for
fishers from La Manche and the surrounding area in respect of their access to Jersey’s
Waters from 23.00 (GMT) this evening, 31 December 2020.
Following your helpful discussion with Senator Gorst on 28 December, you will be aware
that Jersey wishes to ensure a practical and sensible transition between the existing and
the new arrangements which, as you know, are due to come into force at the end of the
Transition Period tonight.
We can assure you that Jersey officials have been working closely with the Affairs
Maritimes to discuss the implications of the new arrangement since we were made aware
of the final terms of the UK-EU Agreement, and that these discussions have included the
process for the issue of licenses for vessels to fish in each other’s Waters.
As part of delivering a smooth transition, Jersey will move quickly to establish the new
licensing regime with licenses issued to all those vessels who have already demonstrated
that they qualify under the new criteria. Other vessels, for which Jersey does not currently
have evidence of fishing activity, will also have an opportunity to apply providing evidence,
and those applications will be considered by Jersey authorities as appropriate.
As an immediate measure, the Minister of the Environment has today commenced to
issue interim licenses to those vessels who fulfil the criteria of the new arrangements. The
list will be transmitted to the EU as required by the Agreement. A copy will also be
forwarded to the Affairs Maritime and to the local authorities. We would like to reassure
you that individual fishermen will receive hard copies in the post and can continue to fish
as from 1st January 2021.
Further licenses for those vessels who do not immediately have the evidence to fulfil the
criteria will be issued as and when additional evidence of fishing activity, as prescribed in
the new Agreement, is received and verified by the Jersey Authorities. However, in order
to negate any impact upon local fishers, those vessels already issued with a GBA access
permit as of 31st December 2020 will be able to continue to operate whilst that process is
underway, which will be until 30th April 2021.

In recognition of the expedited nature of these measures, we hope you will understand our
wish to update you in advance of them taking effect, and we further commit to provide you
with additional details as soon as they are available.
Should you wish for any further details in the meantime, we would be happy to proceed
with a call should that be so desired.

Yours sincerely

Deputy John Young
Minister for the Environment

Senator Ian Gorst
Minister for External Relations

